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ABSTRACT 
 
A constitutive model for liquid-side interfacial heat transfer is necessary for a two-fluid description of the 
inverted annular film boiling (IAFB) regime.  The experimental database for this interfacial heat transfer 
phenomena is very limited and contains no data for the rod bundle geometries of interest in reactor safety 
analysis.  An analysis procedure was developed that allows the determination of this quantity from the 
reflood experiments conducted in the Rod Bundle Heat Transfer (RBHT) Test Facility that is operated for 
the NRC by the Pennsylvania State University. 
 
For RBHT high flooding rate reflood tests, a quasi-steady analysis procedure was used to translate the 
measured fluid temperature histories into axial profiles of the liquid temperature for the IAFB region.  
The local values of the liquid-side interfacial heat transfer coefficient were then determined as a function 
of the subcooling downstream of the quench front.  At high values of the subcooling, where the vapor-
liquid interface is expected to be smooth, the liquid-side Nusselt number approached an asymptotic value 
of about 130 ⋅Prl

1 2  for the conditions of these tests (G ~ 155 kg/m2s, and 0.138 ≤ P (MPa) ≤ 0.414).  
Further downstream of the quench front, as the subcooling decreased, the Nusselt number increased 
dramatically as the vapor flow increased and the surface became wavy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) system level thermal-hydraulic analysis code TRACE 
(TRAC/RELAP Advanced Computational Engine) is being developed to provide a best-estimate analysis 
capability for operating pressurized- and boiling-water reactors as well as the next generation of 
evolutionary light-water reactor designs. One of the experiments used to support TRACE model 
development is the Rod Bundle Heat Transfer (RBHT) Test Facility operated for the NRC by the 
Pennsylvania State University.  Data from high flooding rate RBHT reflood tests were used to quantify 
the liquid-side interfacial heat transfer.  
 
Inverted annular film boiling (IAFB) occurs during the reflooding of a light water reactor core when the 
liquid is significantly subcooled and the resulting precursory cooling governs the quench rate.  In 
addition, high-pressure IAFB may occur during an Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event if 
regions of a boiling water reactor core exceed the critical heat flux during power oscillations.  In the 
IAFB regime, only a thin vapor film separates the hot surface from the subcooled liquid core and the heat 
transfer paths are as depicted in Figure 1 below.  Most of the heat transfer from the wall is across the 
vapor film to the saturated liquid interface.  The subsequent transfer of heat from the interface to the 
subcooled liquid core, i.e. Qli , suppresses the vapor generation rate thereby allowing for a thin vapor film 
and relatively large film boiling heat transfer coefficients.   



 
Figure 1.  Schematic of heat transfer paths for inverted annular film boiling. 

 
 
From a literature survey, four experiments were identified where there was an attempt to measure the 
liquid-side interfacial heat transfer.  The first was for pool film boiling of water at atmospheric pressure 
on a vertical plate conducted by UCLA [1, 2].  Here the interfacial heat transfer rate was determined using 
holographic interferometry to measure the temperature profile in the liquid pool.  The level of subcooling 
was modest, ΔTsub < 7 °K, and only five values for the average interfacial heat transfer coefficient were 
reported with values ranging from about 4,000 to 10,000 (W/m2K). 
 
Takenaka [3, 4] and Aritomi [5] both conducted steady-state film boiling experiments in a tube using a 
hot patch to stabilize the quench front with Freon R-113 as the coolant.  Takenaka measured the 
temperature of the inverted annular liquid core near the test section outlet and used the temperature rise of 
the liquid core to select a model for the interfacial heat transfer coefficient.  For their low Reynolds 
number conditions, Rel ~ 5300, the inferred heat transfer rate was about six times larger than that given 
by the Dittus-Boelter equation for fully developed forced turbulent convection in tubes. 
 
Aritomi [5] measured the velocity profile of the inverted annular liquid core and used this to determine 
the vapor film thickness.  From this value of the vapor film thickness, an estimate of the vapor flow rate 
was made and used to infer the interfacial heat transfer rate.  An empirical correlation was proposed for 
the liquid-side interfacial heat transfer coefficient but was noted to be strictly limited to Freon-113 at 
atmospheric pressure and for the range of conditions used in their experiments. 
 
Finally, Meduri [6]	  investigated both the effects of mass flux and liquid subcooling upon IAFB for water 
at atmospheric pressure in a vertical flow channel with the heated surface being a vertical flat plate.  The 
liquid-side interfacial heat transfer rate was inferred from measurements of the liquid temperature profile 
normal to the vapor-liquid interface made using traversing micro-thermocouples.  The results evinced 
little effect of either the mass flux or entrance length.  However, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient 
appeared to be strongly dependent upon the value of the liquid subcooling, having an asymptotic value for 
ΔTsub > 15 °K and increasing exponentially as the subcooling decreased and the interface became rough. 
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2. RBHT FACILITY AND TEST CONDITIONS 
 
As part of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s safety analysis computer code development efforts, 
the Rod Bundle Heat Transfer (RBHT) Test Facility was designed and constructed at The Pennsylvania 
State University.  The RBHT Test Facility is a full-length simulation of a portion of a pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) fuel assembly.  The bundle is a 7x7 rod array with four unheated corner rods and 45 heated 
electrical rods that simulates a 17x17 PWR fuel assembly.  The RBHT bundle has a heated length of 3.66 
m, with typical PWR rod diameters of 9.5 mm and a rod pitch of 12.6 mm.  The heater rods have a top 
skewed power shape with a peak to average power of 1.5 at the 2.74 m elevation. Prototypical PWR 
mixing vane spacer grids were simulated at seven axial locations. 
 
A detailed description of the RBHT facility and its instrumentation is documented in Rosal et al. [7] and 
Hochreiter et al. [8].  This experimental program was designed to provide data suitable for TRACE model 
development, so the instrumentation, test conditions and procedures were tailored to facilitate model 
development activities.  Specifically: 

• The RBHT experiments were performed with constant power vs. time, as opposed to simulating 
the decay power curve.  This extends the reflood transient and allows for data analysis of quasi-
steady conditions without the additional complication of a rapidly moving quench front. 

• A total of 256 rod thermocouples were installed at 59 axial elevations so that a comprehensive 
picture of the axial temperature profile is provided.  This is key in allowing for the accurate 
calculation of the quench front position and velocity necessary for the quasi-steady analysis.   

• A total of 54 fluid thermocouples were installed at 19 axial elevations.  These were downwards 
facing miniature fast-response thermocouples located at the subchannel centerline.   

• A total of 23 differential pressure measurements were included to provide the axial profile of void 
fraction within the bundle during reflood.  In the region of interest for IAFB, the axial 
measurement spans were between 7.6 and 12.7 cm. 

A total of 25 valid reflood experiments were performed in the RBHT facility covering a range of flooding 
rates from 2.54 to 15.24 cm/s.  Of these, five tests targeted the IAFB regime and were used to quantify the 
liquid-side interfacial heat transfer for the subcooled liquid core, see Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. RBHT reflood test conditions used for IAFB analysis 

RBHT  
Test # 

Pressure 
[kPa] 

Flooding 
Rate  
[m/s] 

Peak Power  
[kW/m] 

Initial Peak 
Cladding 

Temperature 
 [°K] 

Inlet 
Subcooling 

[°K] 

1143 138 0.152 2.3 1144 83 

1280 138 0.154 2.3 1139 83 

1285 276 0.155 2.3 1143 84 

1291 414 0.155 2.3 1145 83 

1300 276 0.078 2.3 1148 75 
 
 
	    



3. RBHT DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Although designed to measure the superheated vapor temperature in the dispersed flow film boiling 
regime, the RBHT fluid thermocouples are also capable of measuring the subcooled liquid core 
temperature in IAFB.  Figure 2 gives examples of both the rod and steam probe thermocouple histories 
for RBHT reflood test #1143.  The region of interest is labeled “subcooled film boiling” and persists from 
about 54 to 66 seconds.  Figure 3 is a close-up look at the measured fluid temperature for the subcooled 
film-boiling region. As shown in this figure, about half of the liquid subcooling is extinguished by the 
quench front heat release with the remaining heat up being the result of interfacial heat transfer. 
 
 

	  
Figure 2. Example of rod and steam probe temperature histories for RBHT reflood test #1143. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.  Fluid temperature history for the 1.524 m elevation of RBHT reflood test #1143. 



For the RBHT reflood tests, the quench front velocity is about an order of magnitude less than the liquid 
velocity.  This allows the use of a quasi-steady analysis technique where the frame of reference is a 
Lagrangian one that moves with the quench front.  Time histories are then translated into axial profiles by 
 

ΔZQF = VQF ⋅dt
Δt
∫  (1) 

 
With this transformation and the local value of the saturation temperature, the liquid temperature history 
shown above in Figure 3 can be converted into liquid subcooling as a function of distance from the 
quench front as shown below in Figure 4. 
 
 

	  
Figure 4.  Example of fluid temperature history transformed to axial profile of subcooling. 

 
 
The axially averaged value of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the subcooled liquid 
column is then calculated from the formula for a heat exchanger with the hot side at a fixed temperature,  
 

hli =
Gl ⋅A ⋅CP, l

Ai

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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⋅ ln ΔT1

ΔT2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 (2) 

 
where the temperature differences in equation (2) refer to the local subcooling at that point.  Considering 
the geometry of the liquid core region to be circular then gives the liquid-side Nusselt number for the 
interval between points “1” and “2” as 
 

Nuli =
Gl ⋅A ⋅CP, l

π ⋅ΔZ12 ⋅ kl

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⋅ ln ΔT1

ΔT2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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 (3) 

 
In Figure 4 the subcooled IAFB region extends from the quench front to a distance of about 0.2 m 
downstream.  A smoothing algorithm was used to filter the noise in the thermocouple signal and this 
region was subdivided into intervals of about 2.5 cm in length with the log mean temperature calculated 
for each.  Equation (3) was then used to calculate the local values of the liquid-side Nusselt number for 
each interval as shown below in Figure 5 for the two fluid thermocouples at this elevation. 



The behavior depicted in Figure 5 has a few interesting features.  First, there is no obvious entrance length 
effect for the region immediately downstream of the quench front as is supposed in most two-fluid 
models.  Instead, the Nusselt number appears to have reached an asymptotic value of about 200 that 
remains relatively constant for about half of the subcooled IAFB region.  Further downstream, as the 
subcooling is reduced and the vapor flow increases, the interface becomes wavy and the liquid column 
may begin to oscillate within the channel as observed by Costigan and Wade [9].  The result is the 
dramatic increase in the liquid-side Nusselt number as the subcooled liquid column approaches saturation 
in agreement with the effect noted for the UCLA vertical plate tests [6] discussed above. 
 
 

	  
Figure 5.  Example of axial profile of the liquid-side Nusselt number for RBHT test #1143. 

 
 
This analysis was conducted all of the tests listed in Table 1 for every valid fluid thermocouple for which 
the signal was not too noisy.  This noise was most likely due to oscillations of the liquid column within 
the subchannel exposing the tip of the thermocouple probe to temperatures ranging from the maximum 
subcooling at the column centerline to the warmer fluid near the interface.  The smoothing of the 
thermocouple signal to ascertain the log mean temperature difference for each subinterval is the primary 
contributor to the error in Nuli, which based on the variance of the data, is estimated to be ±40%.  
 
All of the values of the liquid-side Nusselt number deduced for reflood test #1143 are shown below in 
Figure 6 as a function of the liquid subcooling.  The asymptotic limit at high subcooling, where the 
interface is expected to be relatively smooth, is clearly shown and has a value of 181 ± 36.  This apparent 
exponential dependence upon subcooling for test #1143 was consistent for all of the RBHT high flooding 
reflood tests. 
 
Table 2 gives the values of the liquid-side Nusselt number at the high subcooling asymptotic limit for the 
four tests with a flooding rate of about 15 cm/s.  The lower flooding rate test #1300 had most of the 
subcooling extinguished by the quench front heat release so that only nine values for Nuli were obtained 
at relatively low values of the subcooling and so the asymptotic limit was not reached.  This prevented an 
investigation of the mass flux effect upon the interfacial heat transfer from the RBHT test data. 
 
 



	  
Figure 6.  Liquid-side Nusselt numbers for RBHT reflood test #1143. 

 
 
Reflood tests were conducted at three pressure levels and showed a slight tendency for the liquid-side 
Nusselt number to decrease as the pressure increased.  For turbulent heat transfer at a free surface, the 
liquid-side Nusselt number is expected to be proportional to the square root of the liquid Prandtl number.  
When exponential fits of the ratio Nuli Prl

1 2 were compared, data from three of the tests in Table 2 
collapsed into a single curve.  However, the difference between the values for two tests conducted at the 
same nominal conditions, tests #1143 and #1280, are larger than the apparent pressure effect and so no 
definitive conclusion can be reached as the magnitude of the uncertainties is larger than the effect. 
 
 

Table 2. Effect of liquid Prandtl number on asymptotic values of the liquid-side Nusselt number. 

Test No. Pressure   
(bar) 

Prandtl    
No. 

Nuli,∞ 	  	   Nuli,∞ Prl
1 2 	  

1143 1.38 1.87 181 ± 36 132 

1280 1.38 1.87 149 ± 50 109 

1285 2.76 1.50 161 ± 29 132 

1291 4.14 1.33 156 ± 45 136 
 
 

While the results of the RBHT data analysis effort has provided information on both the magnitude and 
behavior of the liquid-side interfacial heat transfer for the IAFB regime, the range of experimental 
conditions was not sufficient to determine its dependence upon either mass flux or pressure.  To gain 
some insight into these possible parametric effects, two additional analysis methods were used to estimate 
the magnitude of the liquid-side Nusselt number as described in the next section. 
 
	    



4. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA ANALYSIS EFFORTS 
 
To extend the mass flux and pressure range of the database, two supplementary data analysis procedures 
were used to obtain estimates of the liquid-side Nusselt for experiments where the interfacial heat transfer 
was not measured.  The first of these was used in the original TRACE model development effort [10] to 
infer “maximum possible” values of Nuli from steady-state film boiling experiments where the quench 
front was stabilized using a hot patch.  The liquid-side Nusselt number is given by 
 

Nuli =
qli′′
ΔTsub

⋅
Dc

kl
 (4) 

 
However, in these experiments neither the liquid-interface heat flux nor the liquid subcooling was 
measured and so two assumptions were made: 1) the liquid-interface heat flux was approximated by that 
of the wall, and 2) the liquid subcooling was calculated from the equilibrium quality.  Both assumptions 
are reasonable for the IAFB regime when the liquid is highly subcooled and the vapor generation rate is 
small but become increasingly poorer as the subcooling decreases.  The first assumption serves to 
maximize the numerator of equation (4) while the second minimizes the denominator thereby generating 
an upper limit for the value of the liquid-side Nusselt number.   
 
This analysis procedure was used for the atmospheric pressure tests of Fung [11] and the high-pressure 
tests conducted at Winfrith [12-14].  Figure 7 shows all of the values inferred from the tube experiment of 
Fung plotted as a function of subcooling and compares them to the exponential fit of the data values from 
the RBHT reflood test #1143.  The first observation from Figure 7 is the surprisingly minimal effect of 
the mass flux upon the Nusselt number despite the variation of the liquid core Reynolds number from 
about 3700 to 19,000.  The second is the remarkable agreement between these maximum inferred values 
and the data values from RBHT test #1143.  Indeed, both the magnitude and behavior of the Nusselt 
number are well matched except at low values of the subcooling where the breakdown in the validity of 
the two assumptions used in estimating the maximum values occurs.  Similar behavior was seen for the 
high-pressure Winfrith tube tests, with no clear mass flux effect observed even for a liquid core Reynolds 
number of 75,000.  The observed pressure effect is discussed below in the “Model Development” section. 
 
 

	  
Figure 7. Values for the liquid-side Nusselt number from Fung [11] tube film-boiling tests. 



The second data analysis method uses the dependence of the minimum film boiling point upon the liquid 
subcooling to estimate the interfacial heat transfer. 	  The minimum film boiling point corresponds to the 
minimum heat flux condition in the boiling curve that separates the film boiling and transition boiling 
regimes.  In steady-state film boiling experiments where the quench front has been stabilized by using a 
hot patch, the point at which the vapor film collapses can be determined by systematically reducing the 
test section power until spontaneous quenching occurs.  The heat flux at the minimum film boiling point 
can be viewed as the superposition of two components: 
 

′′qmin P,G,ΔTsub( ) = ′′qmin,sat P,G( ) + Δ ′′qmin P,G,ΔTsub( )  (5) 
 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (5) is the value of the wall heat flux corresponding to the 
vapor generation rate necessary to prevent rewetting for saturated flow conditions at the specified values 
of pressure and mass flux.  The second term is the increment in wall heat flux necessary to counteract the 
effect of the subcooled liquid core upon the vapor generation rate.  Equating this increment to the liquid-
side interfacial heat transfer rate yields  
 

Nuli ≈ Dh

k/

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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⋅ Δ ′′qmin

ΔTsub

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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 (6) 

 
so that an estimate of the Nusselt number can be obtained from the slope of the curve of the minimum 
film boiling heat flux versus subcooling. 
 
Figure 8 gives an example of this data analysis technique for the tube film boiling experiment of Chen et 
al. [15] for a pressure of ~0.12 MPa and a mass flux range of 100 – 725 (kg/m2s).  All of the 17 subcooled 
data points fell near a straight line, from the slope of which the liquid-side Nusselt number was estimated 
as 175.  This gives a value of 126 for the ratio Nuli Prl

1 2 in substantial agreement with the values from 
the RBHT reflood tests.  In addition to the experiments of Chen, estimates of the liquid-side Nusselt 
number were also obtained from the minimum film boiling point data from Fung [11] and Stewart [16].  
This extended the interfacial heat transfer database to a pressure of 9 MPa and a mass flux of 2750 
(kg/m2s) as discussed in the “Model Development” section. 
 
 

 
Figure 8.  Effect of subcooling on MFB heat flux for the tube experiments of Chen et al. [15]. 



5. MODEL DEVELOPMENT EFFORT 
 
Model development for the interfacial heat transfer in the IAFB regime is ongoing and this section 
describes the current effort to resolve the effects of void fraction, pressure, and mass flux.  Figure 9 gives 
an example of the void fraction dependence of the liquid-side Nusselt number taken from the RBHT 
reflood test #1143.  Just downstream of the quench front, at very low values of the void fraction where the 
interface is expected to be smooth and the subcooling is high, the Nusselt number approaches a constant 
value of about 200. This constant value might be the IAFB analog to that proposed by Saha & Zuber [17] 
for the “thermally controlled” regime in subcooled boiling.  Saha & Zuber correlated the liquid-side 
Nusselt number for the flow of a subcooled liquid core flowing past a wall covered with a bubble layer.  
For the thermally controlled regime, they found that a constant value, Nuli = 455, held for values of the 
Peclet number less than 70,000.  Though larger in magnitude, as would be expected due to the differences 
in flow topology, this behavior is similar to that observed for the highly subcooled IAFB regime. 
 
 

	  
Figure 9.  Example of liquid-side Nusselt number dependence on void fraction for test #1143.  

 
 
As the void fraction increases above about 10%, the Nusselt number also increases to plateau at a value of 
about 350.  This initial increase in the liquid-side Nusselt number might be the result of the enhancement 
of the turbulence level in the liquid core due to interfacial shear.  For example, De Angelis et al. [18] 
expressed the mass transfer coefficient at an air-water interface due to the effects of interfacial shear as 
 

Kli = 0.10 ⋅Ui ⋅Scl
−1 2  (7) 

 
where Ui is the interfacial friction velocity.  Using the heat-mass transfer analogy, the liquid-side Nusselt 
number would be 
 

Nuli = 0.10 ⋅Ret ⋅Prl
1 2  (8) 

 
with the turbulence Reynolds number defined in terms of the interfacial friction velocity and the liquid 
core diameter.  To evaluate Ui, the interfacial friction force is set equal to the buoyancy force and the 
liquid core is assumed to have a circular cross-section so that 



Ui = 1
4 ⋅α ⋅ 1−α( )1 2 ⋅g ⋅ Δρ ⋅Dh ρl

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
1 2

 (9) 

 
Combining these equations, an estimate for the liquid-side Nusselt number due to interfacial shear alone 
was calculated for the conditions of RBHT test RF-1143.  Both the magnitude and shape of the curve for 
Nuli as a function of void fraction were well matched for the plateau region given in Figure 9 and so may 
form the basis for a model of this enhancement mode. 
 
Further increases in the void fraction above about 20% result in a step rise in the Nusselt number as 
increases in the vapor flow cause the vapor-liquid interface to become rough and possibly cause the liquid 
core to oscillate within the subchannel.  This rapid increase could be due to phenomena such as that 
observed in the microbreaking wave regime described by Banerjee & MacIntyre [19] for mass transfer at 
the ocean surface.  As there is no experimental information on the vapor velocity for this region, it would 
be difficult to develop a model based on data.  However, as the subcooling is low, the interfacial heat 
transfer rate is also low and so an approximate model would suffice. 
 
The effect of the pressure on the asymptotic value of the liquid-side Nusselt number was addressed above 
for the RBHT reflood data.  Using the minimum film boiling point data analysis procedure, estimates of 
Nuli were obtained for pressures up to 9 MPa.  Both measured values and these estimated values are 
plotted as a function of the liquid Prandtl number in Figure 10 below.  Although some of the high-
pressure estimated values are low, most of the points are reasonably well fit by  
 

Nuli = 130 ⋅Prl
1 2  (10) 

 
and so equation (10) is proposed for the thermally controlled region.   
  
 

	  
Figure 10.  Behavior of the asymptotic value of the liquid-side Nusselt number with Prandtl 

number. 
 
 



For direct contact condensation on the surface of coherent liquid jets, the interfacial heat transfer is a 
strong function of the turbulence level in the jet and hence of the liquid Reynolds number upstream of the 
jet discharge.  As the flow topology of the inverted annular liquid core resembles that of a liquid jet, albeit 
with a discharge directed vertically upwards, a strong mass flux effect would be expected for the liquid-
side Nusselt number as well.   
 
To investigate this effect, estimates obtained from the supplemental data analysis procedures described in 
the previous section were used to extend the mass flux range as shown in Figure 11.  For all of the data 
sets where the mass flux was less than about 1000 (kg/m2s), corresponding to a liquid Reynolds number 
of up to 9x104, there was no evidence of any dependence upon the mass flux.  Indeed, only the minimum 
film boiling data of Stewart [16] at 9 MPa showed any effect.  For this data set, the inferred value of Nuli 
increased by a factor of 3 as the mass flux increased from 930 to 2750 (kg/m2s) and had a value of the 
Nusselt number close to that expected for turbulent convection.  This suggests that, once some threshold 
has been reached, the turbulence level in the liquid core generated by wall shear upstream of the quench 
front may govern the liquid-side interfacial heat transfer in the IAFB regime.  However, this one data 
point is not sufficient to reach such a conclusion.   
 
 

	  	  
Figure 11. Behavior of the liquid-side Nusselt number vs. the liquid Reynolds number. 

 
 
	    



6. SUMMARY 
 
An analysis procedure was developed to deduce values for the liquid-side Nusselt number in the IAFB 
regime from the fluid thermocouple measurements during transient reflood tests conducted in the RBHT 
facility.  A Lagrangian frame of reference moving with the quench front was used to translate the 
measured temperature histories into axial profiles of the liquid subcooling for the inverted annular 
column.  From a heat balance on the liquid core, the interfacial heat transfer rate and corresponding 
Nusselt number were determined. 
 
In contrast to typical models used in two-fluid analysis codes, no entrance length effect was observed for 
the liquid-side Nusselt number.  Rather, Nuli was at its minimum value for the highly subcooled region 
just downstream of the quench front.  Further downstream, as the liquid subcooling was reduced and the 
vapor flow rate increased, the Nusselt number increased dramatically as the waviness of the interface 
increased.  Part of this enhancement was explained by the augmentation of the turbulence level within the 
liquid column due to interfacial shear.  A slight decrease in the Nusselt number was observed as the 
pressure increased but the effect was of the same order as the uncertainty in the measurements. 
 
Two supplementary data analysis procedures were developed to infer estimates for the value of the liquid-
side Nusselt number from film boiling experiments where the interfacial heat transfer was not measured.  
This allowed the database to be extended to both high-pressure and high mass flux conditions.  The 
decrease in Nuli with pressure seen in the RBHT experiments was confirmed and tentatively correlated 
with the liquid Prandtl number.  No effect of the mass flux was observed for values below 1000 (kg/m2s).  
Only one set of data, at a mass flux of 2750 (kg/m2s), showed the dependence of the Nusselt number upon 
liquid Reynolds number expected for turbulent convection.  To clarify these parametric effects and reduce 
the uncertainty in the interfacial heat transfer model in the USNRC’s TRACE thermal-hydraulic analysis 
code, a small-scale experimental program is being planned. 
 
 
NOMENCLATURE  
 
A :  flow area Ui  : interfacial friction velocity (τi/ρl)1/2
Ai  :  interfacial area V   : velocity
CP  :  specific heat Z   :  axial distance
Dc  :  diameter of subcooled liquid core α   :  void fraction
Dh  :  hydraulic diameter ρ   :  density
G   :  mass flux 
h   :  heat transfer coefficient Subscripts
k   :  thermal conductivity   l, liq   :  liquid phase
K  :  mass transfer coefficient li :  liquid-interface
Nu  :  Nusselt number min :  minimum film boiling point
Pr   :  Prandtl number QF :  quench front
q”  :  heat flux sat :  saturation
Q  :  heat flow rate sub :  subcooling
Re  :  Reynolds number v :  vapor
Sc  :  Schmidt number vi :  vapor-interface
t    :  time w :  wall
T   :  temperature wv :  wall-vapor
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